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‘It’s A Fight For Survival’
India’s Premier Film Institute’s Students Launch Strike, Shutdown Campus

Geo-politics: Indian
Government Criticized By
UN Human Rights Chief For
Kashmir Turmoil At
Opening Session of 33rd
Human Rights Council.
READ
Denied Entry: Why Are
Foreign Journalists Being
Barred From Entering India?
A consistent pattern over the
decades shows how the Indian
Government refuses entry to
journalists who have portrayed
India in a negative light. READ

Geo-economics: A Million
Indians Spent $11 Billion In
The U.S. Last Year
U.S. Presidential hopeful Donald
Trump has made ‘bringing jobs
back to U.S. from China, India’
one of his biggest poll promises.
But the flow of dollars is not a
one-way street. READ

The Rise And Troubles Of
The Uber Empire
Uber’s success has been
unprecedented, which means that
even as technology changes lives
the balance between forging into
the future and having an adaptive
regulatory environment is the need
of the hour. READ

YOUR TITLE HERE

The students of FTII
are on an indefinite
strike. They believe
the recent
appointment of actor
Gajendra Chauhan as
chairman will alter
the very essence of
India’s leading
institution for
cinema studies.
-

VIEW VIDEO
READ ARTICLE

The Meaning Behind The Hints, The Smiles And The Nudges In Modi’s 50-minute Speech

Prime Minister Modi Addresses U.S. Congress
Four Indian Prime Ministers have addressed a joint session of
the U.S. Congress before Narendra Modi made his speech to
Congressmen and Congresswomen on June 8. But, Modi’s
address is a landmark event not just for the optics provided but
for what he underlined as the state of India-U.S. relations.

Why Hillary Clinton And Donald Trump
Want The Millennial Vote
In many ways the US Presidential elections of 2016 is a
watershed moment for the 200 year old democracy.
Never have both the candidates been disliked by so many of
their voters and nor have the candidates themselves faced a
voter base that is as much a wild card as the one in 2016.
Read This Ground Report.

Can India Have A Model
Based On Great Britain’s
NHS?

Despite the recent
turmoil and austerity
measures imposed on
Great Britain’s National
Health Service (NHS), the
public health provider

is one of the best such
system in the world.
The Indian
government’s ambitious
plan is to set up a 100
smart cities by 2030.
Can the NHS model be
introduced in this
country whose current
public health offering is
far outmatched by the
demand.
-

View Interview
Read Article

The Thieves of Ambivali
Uncovering The
Mystery Of A Tribe
Of Indian-Iranis

On the outskirts of
Mumbai lives a small
community of IndianIranis. Their language is not
similar to any other dialect
in the country and their
physical features are proof
of their Middle-eastern
heritage.

But the urban tribe’s name
has recently figured in a string
of illegal activities ranging
from bike-thefts, housebreak-ins, to dealing with
contraband goods.
The police have labelled the
entire community as thieves.
But is that really true?

-

View Video
Read Article

DLD Tel Aviv: Showcasing The Next Big Things In Technology
The DLD Innovation Festival is about creating a platform between the creators
and users of technology, with Tel Aviv at the center of all the action.
Two days, close to a 100 speakers, an estimated 10,000 guests and over 3000 of
them from overseas congregated in Tel Aviv on September 8th & 9th to justify
the city’s tag of being the Middle-East’s largest international Hi-tech gathering.
Tech giants like Intel, Amazon Web Services, Facebook, AOL and Twitter had set
up shop – to showcase their latest wares from virtual, wireless systems to cloud
based platforms. View Video. Read Article.

Kaizad Kotwal: Indian Constitution
Does Not Guarantee You The Right To
Get Offended

Despite a flurry of protests, threats of ban, jail time
for the director as well as the crew; the much
talked about play – Agnes of God, opened at the
NCPA on a rainy evening on October 5th. Kaizad
Kotwal, Director of the play opens up about the
essence of Freedom of Expression and the ban
culture sweeping the country.
View Interview. Read Article.

India,
Bangladesh
Swap Land
On July 31, India and
Bangladesh began to
finally swap tiny islands of
land, ending one of the
world’s most difficult
border disputes that has
kept thousands of people
stateless for almost 70
years. India and
Bangladesh will now print,
sign and exchange the
strip maps of undemarcated sectors to
implement the Land
Boundary Agreement
(LBA). View Video.
Read Article.

Despite Threats,
Afghan Women
Join Army

Kabul's military training
academy is churning out
new classes of enthusiastic
women. But, constant
violence and a conservative
society make the future for
the young recruits far from
certain. View Video.

